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RAMADAM FATET VS. JOHN JUCKER
TRIALS AND FORGERY IN EGYPT, SYRIA, AND TUSCANY (1739-1740)

Questo saggio affronta il caso di una serie di processi che, nel 1739-40, videro
contrapposti nel tribunale del Governatore di Livorno e in quello pisano dei Consoli
del mare un capitano inglese e un sopracarico egiziano. Esamina la spinosa questione
del livello di fiducia che esisteva nel commercio inter-religioso, tentando di capire in
che modo una semplice controversia sullo scarico – una disputa sulle merci frequente
e relativamente banale – finisse per essere qualificata come frode o dolo e come, a
sua volta, scatenasse una serie di accuse di pratiche fraudolente quali contraffazione,
mancata relazione, carico recuperato, spergiuro, malafede, cavillo legale, ecc. Questo
caso mette in luce fino a che punto le diverse pratiche di frode fossero intricate,
definendo un genus di frode, piuttosto che una species di frode. Esso inoltre consente
di analizzare varie «soglie di lite», ovvero le tappe della disputa, lite e aperto conflitto,
caratterizzate dalla radicalizzazione delle pretese delle due parti, un graduale incremento dell’aggressività verbale fino al suggerimento della violenza fisica.

x
This article presents a detailed case-study of trials between an English ship
captain and an Egyptian supercargo (sopracarico) who opposed each other in the
courts of the Governor of Livorno and of the Pisan Sea Consuls in 1739-1740. It deals
with the thorny question of levels of trust involved in cross-religious trade, trying to
understand how a simple disagreement over the unloading of cargo, that is a common
and relatively benign freight dispute, could end up qualified as fraud, or dolus; and
how this, in turn, triggered a series of accusations of other fraudulent practices, like
forgery, failure to report salvaged cargo, perjury, bad faith, legal chicanery, etc. This
affair shows how these different practices of fraud become entangled, designating a
genus of fraud rather than a species of fraud. Moreover, it allows us to analyze several
«litigious thresholds», that is the main stages between dispute, litigation and open
conflict, characterized by the radicalization of both litigants’ claims, a gradual increase
in verbal aggressiveness and even the suggestion of physical violence.

Like most papers hailing from the Levant, the receipt slip had been
fumigated in order to reduce the risk of spreading disease, as it was
thought at the time. It had travelled from Tripoli of Syria to Livorno
via Damietta, an Egyptian port on the eastern branch of the Nile Delta.
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There were reasons to fear that the receipt might have crossed a diseaseridden zone, for during that year (1739) several plague cases had been
declared in Damietta’s neighboring cities as well as in what were often
suspected of being the main sources of plague in the Levant, Alexandria
and Cairo1. After fumigation the receipt was translated and presented
in August 1739 as evidence in the court of the Governor (Governatore)
of Livorno. Written in three languages, the recipient’s address reads «A
Monsieur le Capitaine Joker» in French. The body of the document is
in broken Italian («vi saluté caramentó; si avetè bisognà altre cosà mandar dirmi»). The bottom of the page is signed «l’humille servittoré, Agj
Mamed». The verso reads, in English, «Rec. of Mr Jon Jucker the sum of
one hundred funduclie by Ramadam for Hageij Mamed». The receipt
slip also bears the mention of a date and place: «Tripoley, Jan the 21th
1738». Since he could not write, it also features Ramadam’s mark – a single stroke that drew a sort of Arabic rā’ []ﺮ, and which was adorned with
a little upstroke on the left. The transaction had been made in the presence of James Sanders («Deleverd in present of me James Sanders»)2.
Short but rich in information, this tiny slip of paper was destined
to become the central element of an extremely complicated legal case
between English captain John Jucker and a certain Ramadam Fatet
Turco, who hailed from Damietta in Egypt. From June 1739 to August
1740, both parties opposed each other in the courts of the Governor of
Livorno and of the Sea Consuls (Consoli del mare) of Pisa3. Both parties,
to try and obtain a favorable ruling, appealed to a number of guarantors and procurators, mobilized expert opinions, and demanded multiple interrogations. The disputed sum was not particularly large when
compared to other trials in Tuscan courts at the time. Jucker claimed
that Ramadam owed him 110 fondochi (funduqlī) sequins, the equivalent of 189 piasters at current exchange rates. Despite the small sum
at stake, the antagonism between the two became so heated that both
litigants accused the opposing party of lying and dishonest conduct,
with extremely serious accusations of «duplicity» (falsità) and «calumny» (calunnia) hurled during the trial. The importance of the case lies in
understanding how a simple disagreement over the unloading of cargo,
a common and relatively benign freight dispute in other words, could
end up qualified as fraud, or dolus, and how this in turn triggered a
series of accusations of other fraudulent practices, like forgery, failure
to report salvaged cargo, perjury, bad faith, legal chicanery, etc.
The «fraud» in question here does not touch upon contraband,
fraudulent imitation, counterfeit goods, contravention, or false labels4.
While these are the possible meanings that immediately come to mind,
the legal definition of «fraud» in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
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turies covered a broader range of practices. Eighteenth-century dictionaries and encyclopedias defined «fraud» as «hidden deception»5,
which was not always clearly distinguished from «swindling»6. Defrauding, for the Savary brothers, could also describe «a debtor who uses
wrongful means and deceit in order to have his creditors lose what is
owed them, whether he cheats or intends to cheat them»7. More than
the act itself or the penalty it brings, I am interested in the «fraudulent maneuver», that is to say the deliberate intention to deceive, the
transgression’s voluntary nature. In Roman law dolus malus – defined
and explained in the Digest’s discussion of restitution in integrum (complete restitution, IV.3) – is used to describe this form of mala fides in
obligations and contracts8. Cited by Ulpian in the early third century,
first-century jurist Labeo defined dolus as «any cunning, trickery, contrivance practiced in order to cheat, trick, deceive another»9. In the
Islamic world, those who defraud by giving wrong measure are firmly
condemned in the Qur ʾān’s eponymous Sūrat al-Muṭaffifīn10. The portrait of the ideal merchant drawn by Muslim jurists and theologians of
the twelfth century, like al-Ghazālī or al-Dimashqī, emphasized such
qualities as good faith, careful avoidance of those who deceive and
defraud, and, more generally, the avoidance of any inconsiderate risk
(synthesized in the notion of g̲ḫarar)11. Joseph Schacht has demonstrated that the infinitive of the Arabic word tadlīs (whose primary meaning
is «to hide the defects of merchandise from the buyer») is derived from
the Byzantine legal term dolus. While tadlīs appears in some legal texts,
it was never fully integrated within the Muslim legal lexicon12. The term
#urūr expresses, in Malekite norms, the vice of consent, while ʿamd or
taʿammud are used for willful or malicious intent13. In eighteenth-century European dictionaries and legal treatises, dolus, as Pothier claims,
signifies «every artifice made use of by one person for the purpose
of deceiving another»14. L’Encyclopédie by Diderot and D’Alembert
concurs: dolus is «a contrivance used to deceive another»15. Another
interesting point concerning dolus, which is also partly true for theft
or fraud, is that in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the distinction between civil and penal law was not always clear-cut, especially
when it came to obligations and agreements (the same could be said
of forgery)16.
The lawsuit involving Ramadam and John Jucker – or rather, the
lawsuits, since several courts were seized in turn or made use of simultaneously – is interesting for historians on several accounts. First, these
trials are a source of information on charter contracts in the Levant
and the organization of the «Maritime Caravan»17. On a more local
scale, they also shed light on the functioning and mercantile activity
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of the port of Damietta in the first half of the eighteenth century as
well as its relationships with Tripoli of Syria and Livorno. The trial
records also allow for a broader reflection on the presence of Muslims
in Western Europe (in this case, an Italian port), a topic discussed in
some promising recent scholarship but otherwise largely unexplored,
especially when concerning free Muslims18. The cooperation, however
transient, between merchants and mariners who belonged to dissimilar «normative worlds» leads to the thorny question of levels of trust
involved in cross-religious trade, and more specifically between Christians and Muslims in the Mediterranean area19. Furthermore, the issue
leads to a series of questions concerning the contours, potential manifestations, and the limitations of an alleged «mercantile ethics»20. Beyond this, the issue at stake, and the main object of this paper, is to
determine the capacity of Ancien Régime tribunals to regulate disputes
and enforce contracts and obligations.
Supercargo and maritime mortgage: the Damietta contract
x
Who was Ramadam Turco? The whole case rests almost entirely
on this question. Throughout the trial, he was variously named as Ramadam Fatà, Ramadam Fatet, or simply Ramadam Turco. It is certain
that he hailed from Damietta – the epithet «Turco» refers neither to
Anatolian origins, nor ethnicity, but to religion. Ramadam was Muslim:
in a notarial deed from Damietta he is referred to as a «Damietta moor»
(«moro di Damiata»)21. In the trial he is called «Ramadam Feti turco
arabo»22. On this point, all major actors in the trial agree, but what
exactly was he doing on Captain Jucker’s vessel (nave), the Elizabeth?
On that question, the accounts vary.
Ramadam explained that he boarded the Elizabeth in Damietta in
early April 1739 as a supercargo (sopracarico) to supervise the shipment,
from Damietta, of a rice cargo worth 1328 piasters (773 funduqlī or
zinğirlī sequins23) to a Melkite merchant in Livorno, Giovanni Bochti
(also known as Yuhannā Buktī)24. The details of the transaction given
by Ramadam furnish precise information on the return contracts for the
Maritime Caravan, and as such the trial is a precious source of information on the trade negotiations that preceded the written contract. In a
way, Ramadam was to act as a human bill of lading (portatore delle veci
di polizze di carico) for a Damietta merchant, Ahmet Baramoni. Baramoni and Jucker were introduced to each other by a chartering agent
(mezzano di noleggio) named Giuseppe Corbaggi, who is described as a
«Maronite»25. There is nothing surprising about the cargo or the inter-
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vention of a Syrian intermediary: in the eighteenth century, Damietta
was the main port for exporting rice out of Egypt. Besides, as André
Raymond explains, «European merchants did not have a permanent
settlement in Damietta: in the eighteenth century, Syrian Christians,
who were very numerous in the Port of Damietta, were the main intermediaries in trade relations between Egypt and Syria»26. Jucker had sold
three bundles of londrins (London-cloth) to Corbaggi and had invested
the benefits of the sale in a maritime mortgage – a type of contract that
was commonly established when European ships were chartered by Ottoman merchants. Such contracts helped promote chartering by providing guarantees to both merchants and captains27. Jucker advanced
300 zinğirlī sequins to Baramoni, who then loaded the rice cargo (which
was roughly the value of Jucker’s deposit). The mortgage had to be
repaid and freight costs paid once the cargo reached its destination: this
was how Ottoman merchants ensured their merchandise and avoided
barratry (potential fraudulent activities practiced by the crew such as
false shipwreck, cargo theft, etc.), and the captain, for his part, received
not only the cost of freight but also the potential loan interests.
Je soussigné, John Jucker,
Commandant le vaisseau Elizebeth
Encrée en cette Rade de Damiatte, je nollize par cette présente écrit mon
dit Vaisseau al Signor Joseph Corbagij, résidant a Damiatte pour luy portter
un chargement du rix d’icy de Damiatte pour Livorne, pour le prix et somme
de quatre cents et vingt sequins genzellis de cent dix Parà l’un, francs de toutes
sortes de dépense quy çe fairont à Damiatte que celle de Livorne.
Étant convenû avec mon dit nollizataire de luy fournir trois cents sequins
genzerllis laquelle somme serà ipottéqués sur mon dit chargement sans aucune
chenge laquelle somme me serà compttées ensemble avec le nollis à mon
heureux arrivée à Livorne avant mon entier déchargement. Le tout me seront comptés en bonne espèces payable à raison de cent dix parà le sequins
genzerllis comme il passe partout le pays de Turquie ainsy d’accord avec ledit
nollizataire.
Jacord à mon dit nollizataire dix jours d’esterie sur le Bougas, autant
que les germes peuvent sortir chargées. La présente fait double à Damiatte,
le 16e avril 1739.
JosephCorbagy28

Even if the Damietta Vice-Consulate existed only intermittently
throughout the eighteenth century, the fact that the original document
was written in French shows the influence in the establishment of written contracts of French consulate chanceries in the Levant29. The document is also a reminder that transshipments in Damietta were made
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on djermas, small flat-boats that allowed the transport of cargo to the
Bogas (Bugasio), the mouth of the Nile where deep-draught vessels
were stationed. The document also gives information on the maritime
mortgage – in this case it was free of maritime interest («sans aucune
chenge»). In this type of contract, maritime interest was sometimes not
explicitly noted because it was included in the total sum to be reimbursed30. In Livorno, though, Jucker asked for 353 sequins instead of
the 300 mentioned in the contract: did the difference correspond to an
unwritten maritime interest? Or was there a smaller cargo whose freight
contract totalled 53 sequins? As we shall see, this question popped up
again during the trial. At any rate, the Damietta contract bears no mention of either Baramoni or Ramadam. If Corbaggi is clearly identified
as the charterer, the quantity of rice is unspecified. Jucker’s defense
rested precisely on these formal details: in a long deposition to answer
Ramadam’s claims before the court, Jucker explained that he chartered
his ship to Corbaggi and no one else, which the contract seemed to
confirm31. That would make Ramadam a supercargo for Corbaggi, not
for Baramoni. In other words, two competing versions were presented: according to Ramadam, the ship was chartered in April 1739 by
Ahmet Baramoni through the intermediary of Giuseppe Corbaggi, for
a rice cargo destined to Livorno merchant Yuhannā Buktī. According
to Jucker, the ship was chartered in April 1739 by Corbaggi for a rice
cargo to be delivered in Livorno.
The first trial: Buktī vs. Jucker
x
Ramadam’s voyage on board the Elizabeth was trying. Ramadam
declared to the tribunal of the Governor of Livorno that he was forced
to endure «all manner of offenses» during the voyage (et invece di considerarlo in qualità di sopracarico li fece tutti gli oltraggi possibili). The
ship landed in Livorno on June 12, 1739, but Captain Jucker refused to
unload the rice before being paid not only the freight costs of 420 zinğirlī
sequins but also the maritime mortgage of 353 sequins, or a total of 1328
piasters. Jucker’s show of distrust can be explained in part by the relatively weak guarantees maritime mortgages gave to freighters32. A legal
case was then opened before the competent court in maritime affairs, to
the Sea Consuls of Pisa. It opposed Yuhannā Bukt#, who demanded his
rice shipment, and the English captain, who was unwilling to unload the
cargo unless he received «liberamente» both his wages and the maritime
mortgage. Buktī, in the meantime, had agreed to sell the rice to Livorno
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merchant Giuseppe Sampieri, but the deal was valid only if Jucker accepted to unload the entire cargo before June 30. Despite Buktī’s repeated appeals to the Pisa court and the fact that he had deposited with the
Chancellor of Livorno («il signore cancelliere di corte») the total sum
corresponding to the freight costs and the maritime mortgage, Jucker
refused to unload the cargo. For Buktī, this was a manifest violation of
the «regole della nautica»33. The «rules of navigation» in question most
probably refer to the Consulado del Mar (The Consulate of the Sea).
Sometimes called «the Barcelona Maritime Code» due to its Catalan origin, this collection of Mediterranean maritime customs and ordinances
was recognized as a legitimate legal authority in Tuscan maritime courts
and in many other Mediterranean ports34. Chapter 267 of the Consulate,
which deals with the «conditione di nolo» (payment of lading charges),
stipulates that «if the merchants would give the patron sufficient security that will guarantee his lading fees, the patron should allow them to
unload their cargo»35. Jucker’s obstinate refusal to unload the cargo led
Sampieri to lodge an official protest – since he had not received the rice
in time Sampieri terminated his sale contract with Buktī36. Buktī emphasized the important damages he suffered due to Jucker’s actions. On July
7, the Sea Consuls of Pisa ordered Jucker to unload the cargo for Buktī.
For its part, the Chancellor of Livorno granted Jucker the maritime
mortgage sum (606 piasters) but kept the freight (722 piasters) as a guarantee. It had taken twenty-five days for the rice cargo to be unloaded.
What about the regole della nautica? Why wasn’t Jucker made to
unload the cargo sooner? Buktī had actually demanded a security deposit (sodo di banco) from Jucker as a guarantee (mallevadoria) that
the English captain – essendo forestiero – would not leave before he
delivered the whole cargo. This demand was ruled not in conformity
(inhibita). In accordance with the terms of the contract signed with
Joseph Corbaggi, Buktī was ordered to pay for the extra laydays (sopra
stallia). On July 18, 1739, the same Pisa Sea Consuls ruled that the
Chancellor of Livorno had to pay Jucker the mortgage sum. They also
ordered the Melkite merchant to reimburse Jucker harbor expenses at
a per diem rate of ten piasters. This ruling conformed with what the
Pisan court customarily decided in unloading disputes – the law often
favoured boat drivers and ship masters. It is important to note here
the escalation between Jucker and Buktī as the process advanced, with
both demanding guarantees and crossing several «litigious thresholds»,
by which I mean the main stages between dispute, litigation and open
conflict. These stages became manifest in the radicalization of both litigants’ claims, a gradual increase in verbal aggressiveness and even the
suggestion of physical violence. The contrast between the vocabulary of
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consensus that characterizes the court records (with the phrase «tutto
in ogni miglior modo [omni meliori modo]»), on the one hand, and the
expression of outright distrust, on the other, is interesting on several
accounts37. It testifies to an increasing disjunction between the litigants’
desire to openly express their divergences – a kind of publicization
or judiciarization of enmity38 – and the principle of «good faith» in
reaching a consensual agreement, which is supposed to preside over
the litigation of disputes. The fact that hostility took over and became
manifest undermined one of the essential principles established by jurisprudence and ius mercatorum: good faith.
From violence to the exposure of fraud
x
There was no way that the case could end there. Rather, the trial
took a more original turn and become even more complex when Buktī
appeared once again in court on August 20, 1739, this time in front of
the tribunal of the Governor of Livorno, whose hearing Officer («Auditore») was competent in civil, commercial, and mixed cases. Bukt# explained that Jucker arbitrarily retained Ramadam’s belongings on board
the Elizabeth. Jucker argued that Ramadam owed him the fare for the
crossing, ten sequins. Wanting to recuperate his belongings, Ramadam
approached the English consul, who deemed Jucker’s actions abusive
and delegated his vice-consul to accompany Ramadam on board the
ship that same evening to ensure that Ramadam recovered his belongings. A violent episode ensued, signaling that the opposing parties had
crossed yet another litigious threshold.
The plaintif [Ramadam] anticipated [English vice-consul Francesco Blasoni’s coming] and, as Sir Blasoni was retained by other occupations and
was not at liberty to board the ship that evening, the said Captain Jucker
believed he was justified in holding the plaintiff, the said Ramadam, on board,
and throughout the evening he whipped him with a stick after having first
beaten him39.

Why such violence against the «Turco»? The first possible reason is
the inhospitality in Christian ports towards Muslims, an «inhospitality»
that was reinforced when the state in question was not bound by a
peace treaty, which was indeed the case for the Grand Duchy of Tuscany in 1739. Jucker’s (likely) beating of Ramadam supports Marcel
Émerit and Jean Mathiex’s claims of «sly harassment against Barbary
merchants in Christian lands», which may explain, in large part, the
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feeble growth of the Maghreb merchant fleet in the eighteenth century40. This means that the reduced number of Muslims in Christian ports
can be attributed to the violence Muslims were subjected to, rather
than religious or legal interdictions (especially issued by Malekites) or
an alleged but dubious «lack of curiosity». Furthermore, the lack of
institutional protection (under the guise of consulates, representatives,
or agents, for example) made it difficult for Muslim merchants and
mariners to claim their rights in front of local courts41. Yet it appears
that Melkites had the de facto ability to play this auxiliary role in Livorno
between 1720 and 1740. By becoming Ramadam Fatet’s procuratore,
Buktī took upon himself the defense of the Egyptian supercargo and
became his guarantor, which allowed Ramadam to return to Damietta
at the very end of September 173942. Another Melkite from Damascus
(Niccolo Fragialla or Farjallāh) intervened several times in the trial as
an interpreter43. These auxiliaries allowed the Muslim litigant to understand the proceedings and to have his legal requests translated into the
local idiom. Arabic as a common language functioned as a catalyst for
cross-religious social exchanges, favoring the appearance of specialized
intermediaries between «foreigners» and local institutions44.
Beyond the structural hostility toward Muslim merchants and
mariners in the port cities of Christian states, Jucker’s likely use of physical violence, which turned litigation into the register of open conflict,
can be explained by several factors. First, one can advance the idea
that the English captain might have felt a sense of relative impunity
due to the strong political support the British crown, with its powerful
Factory and influential consulate, enjoyed in Livorno45. Furthermore,
Jucker was protected by the merchant Simon Holder, who became his
mallevadore, standing as a guarantor for him46. For his part, Ramadam
claimed that Jucker exacted revenge and declared to the court that while
he was being beaten, Jucker asked why he «had said in Livorno that
the three bundles of Londrins that he had sold to Giuseppe Corbaggi in
Damietta were among those in the wreckage of the ship of the Alexandria Company recovered not far from the Alexandria mountains, which
was apparent in the marks and lead seals of the said Londrins»47. These
three bundles of londrins, Ramadam went on, could easily have been
shipped to Livorno where the associates of the English company had
their headquarters. And so, Ramadam claimed, if Jucker did not ask for
maritime interest for the shipping of rice from Damietta to Livorno, it
is because he had gotten a good price from Corbaggi for the londrins48.
Ramadam’s serious accusation against Jucker, if true, certainly would
have caused Jucker a great deal of trouble with his fellow Englishmen in
Livorno. The Egyptian supercargo discredited the English captain by
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spreading a rumor (probably fuelled by Buktī) that Jucker had shipped
the bundles of cloth fraudulently to Damietta and had sold them. This
would be in manifest violation of one of the most elemental maritime
customs: chapter 249 of the Consulate of the Sea, which deals with salvaged cargoes, explicitly stipulates that whoever finds goods «in port, or
on the shore (…) shall be allowed to keep half of such cargo, provided
he has notified the local civil authority about it» (which, Ramadam suggests, would be the court of Livorno). A failure to notify the competent
local authority, the great Genoese jurist Giuseppe Maria Casaregi underlines, «non solo perde il premio, che come in appresso gli si de, ma
puó essere ancore processato per ladro»49. Furthermore, the presence
of marks and lead seals seems to point out intentional dissimulation –
the emphasis is on intentional – on Jucker’s part. Therefore he infringed
not only the Consulate of the Sea, but also the Rules of Oleron (Rooles
d’Oléron) which Jucker may have wanted to invoke50. Ramadam’s testimony, stemming from the first case concerning the unloading of the
rice cargo, unveils fraudulent maneuvers that may never have come to
light if the first case had been uneventful: the crossing of each litigious
threshold raises the possibility of a new fraud accusation appearing,
further revealing yet another «hidden deception».
Lie and fraudulent intent
x
For his part, Jucker of course had another explanation, which takes
us back to the small fumigated receipt slip in the introduction. While
absolutely denying charges of abuse, Jucker claimed that he had detained Ramadam and his belongings not because of the ten sequins
Ramadam was supposed to pay him for the fare of the voyage, but because of a much higher debt of 100 funduqlī sequins Ramadam owed
for a previous voyage – taken on board the Elizabeth in January 1739
in which he was also acting as a supercargo, from Tripoli of Syria to
Damietta. According to Jucker, in Damietta «non fù possible (…) di
trovare giustizia»51. This accusation by the English captain slyly hinted
at the Ottoman judicial system’s poor reputation (resting on the notion
of avanias in particular) with European merchants52. Finally, he openly
accused Ramadam of «calumny» (calunnia) with regard to the three
bundles of londrins, with «calumny» in such a context referring not
only to the falseness of an argument or an accusation, but also to «chicanery» or «pettifoggery»53. In both cases, the plaintiff’s bad faith is
pointed out: the pettifogger (or piatitore) uses calumny to tire out (defatigare) his opponent, a procedure in fundamental contradiction with
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the principle of good faith. Jucker opposed Ramadam’s testimony with
an affidavit from one of the Elizabeth’s mariners, Francesco Silva, who
declared that the cargo found after the shipwreck of the English brig
of the Alexandria Company had indeed been returned to its owner, Sir
Vernon (probably Edward Vernon, an English merchant established in
Aleppo and Tripoli of Syria)54.
It was the accusation of the hundred-sequin debt that most angered
Ramadam and Buktī and made both parties cross another «litigious
threshold». This formulated (orally? there lies the problem of determining the more or less crucial power of officers of the court in transcribing proceedings) a number of very specific accusations, opening,
as we shall see, a series of new procedural problems. In his appearance
before the court on August 20, 1739, for which a detailed record remains, Ramadam accused Jucker of falseness or duplicity (falsità), and
wrongful (dellituosa) and irregular procedure (irregolare procedura). His
complaint is about both the falseness (erroneità) of the receipt slip itself
and his being a victim of fraudulent conduct (atto doloso). It is clear that
the idea of «deception» and «fraudulent maneuver» brings to the court
records the entangled legal lexicons of fraud, bad faith, and dolus55. As
was the case for calunnia, which activated a double semantic field of
both calumny proper and chicanery, the accusation of dolus bears both
on the fraud itself (a forged contract) and on procedural maneuvers
(what Jhering calls «processualischer dolus»)56. The gravity of the accusations and the heightened tension between the litigants led Ramadam
to consider the possibility of suing Jucker in criminal court (procedere
criminalmente … facendo in tanto instanza senza pregiudizio della via
criminale) to expose Jucker’s wrongful conduct (procedura delittuosa)57.
The specific vocabulary Ramadam used at his court appearance raises
a series of questions: does atto doloso correspond to the Arabic dallas?
Or it is closer to ʿamd or taʿammud? The precision of the legal terms
used against Jucker also raises questions about the role of the procuratore. That a legal auxiliary intermediated is more than likely since
Ramadam’s deposition was made possible through a double intervention, an interpreter who translated from the Arabic to the Italian and a
registry officer who translated the deposition into the local institutional
«style» (understood here as stilus curiae). As a trader who was very
active in the Tuscan courts, Buktī in all likelihood played the role of the
Arabic-speaking procurator, which sanctioned the acknowledgment of
his expert competence.
Let us finally return to the receipt slip that Jucker used to support
his claim: was it false evidence, in the sense that it was a forgery? Before
Jucker presented it to the court, that was what Ramadam assumed.
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Capitano Jucker
Vi mandò con questa germà 101 cofe X2 paquetò di storij, 4 sacci di
quennà [?], X di carné X li ovè X limoni et cavelli, 22 cofe di farinà, 2 ochi
et 2 canar, et 2 ocà di dattoli si avetè bisognà altre cosà mandar dirmi.
Vi pregò de mandarmi centò sechinni fondoklj con quelló homó Ramadan
per poder pagare li speze a venire con li speditione et per questi dinaré iò vi
pagarò il campiò. Vi saluté caramentó.
Vostró humille servittoré, Agj Mamed.
Verso: Rec. of Mr Jon Jucker the sum of one hundred funduclie by
Ramadam for Hageij Mamed Tripoley, Jan the 21th 1738
The Mark of Ramadam: ﺮ
Romadam
Deleverd in present of me James Sanders58.

Just like for the «Damietta contract», the exact modalities of the
transaction specified by the receipt slip are open to several possible
interpretations. The sale of food stuffs was certainly destined to feed the
crew and fill the storeroom (cambusa) of Jucker’s ship for the Damietta-Tripoli round trip. Jucker gave 100 sequins, the receipt shows, to a
certain Ramadam. For his part, the said Ramadam should then have
given the money to a Damietta food merchant, Ḥajjī Muḥammad, but
Jucker claimed that this was not done. The main issue did not lie with
the contract itself, even if Jucker’s version is far from credible (which
the Sea Consuls did not fail to remark on in a memorandum about the
case sent to the secretaries of the Grand Duke)59. Instead, the main interest lies with understanding 1/ whether the receipt was genuine; 2/ if
it had been signed in Tripoli or in Damietta; 3/ if the Ramadam in the
receipt slip was the same as the one before the court. On the first two
points, the English captain was insistent. At his request a perito scrittore was designated. The expert authenticated the handwriting of the
alleged witness to the transaction, Captain James Sanders, after comparing it with receipts signed by the same Sanders (which were kept in
Livorno by the English merchant Chamberlain Godfrey)60. Jucker also
called for Sanders to be formally deposed, even though Sanders was in
Lattakia, in Lebanon. This would not only authenticate the receipt but
also clarify where the transaction had taken place (either in Damietta,
as Jucker claimed, or in Tripoli, as Ramadam claimed). Jucker specified
that the requested deposition could be carried out by the French Consul in Tripoli of Syria or the Father of the Mission61. Jucker also wished
to obtain a subsidiary letter, which would determine the outcome of
the case, and therefore an interlocutory decree from the Auditore of the
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Governor of Livorno. As both Ramadam and Buktī did not fail to point
out, all these procedures would lead to serious delays.
Ramadam and Buktī’s case centered mostly on point 3, the identity of the Ramadam in the receipt slip62. They claimed that Captain
Sanders’s deposition was superfluous (superfluo) because the authenticity of the receipt slip was not so much in question as the signatory’s
identity. Yet authenticating the signatory would be difficult: Ramadam’s
mark on the receipt was a simple stroke of the pen that could be forged
very easily. In the absence of a surname or a resident’s name on the
receipt, identification of the signatory, the litigants claimed, was all the
more difficult because there were thousands of Ramadams in «Turkey»
– Ramadam himself ventured a number of 50,00063! The «Turco» added
that he did not understand Italian (l’idioma italiano), the language of the
receipt. This all implied that the Ramadam of the receipt was another
«Ramadam.» For his part, Ramadam was greatly shocked by Jucker’s
claims. He declared that he was both «scandalized» (scandalizzato) and
the victim of a lie: according to him, Jucker was acting mendacemente
– an adverb evoking fraudulent intent, dolus malus64 and the range of
qaḏf (slander or calumny) in the Malekite normative system65. It does
seem unlikely that a debtor who had a history of problems with a ship
captain should board his ship for another voyage to foreign lands. Another point is suspicious. Because the receipt slip mentions a djerma,
a boat typical of the Nile, it is clear that the goods were delivered in
Damietta. Yet the receipt seems to have been signed in Tripoli. Jucker
claimed that «Ḥajjī Muḥammad Tripoli» was the full name of a Damietta merchant and that the entire transaction, including the signing of
the receipt, had taken place in Damietta. According to Ramadam, this
was pure falsità: the receipt had been signed in Tripoli66.
In spite of all this, the hearing Officer of Livorno granted Jucker a
subsidiary letter (also called remissoriale)67. The English captain’s case
was supported by the testimony of Greek mariner Costantino Cosman,
a subject of Venice originally from Corfu. This member of Jucker’s crew
declared that Ramadam Turco was neither abused nor beaten up when
he was on board the Elizabeth68. Under questioning, he also claimed
that the Ramadam who traveled to Tripoli and then to Livorno was
one and the same69. Cosman’s testimony raises the possibility of another form of fraud: perjury (and its corollary, false oath). Perjury is, in
the first instance, condemned by religious norms, including both Commandment 8/9 of the Decalogue («thou shall not bear false witness»)
and verse 77 of the Sūrat Āl ʿImrān in the Qurʾān (threatening perjurers
with punishment). Interdictions of perjury are also inscribed in learned
law and in chapter 220 of The Consulate of the Sea, concerning mariners’
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testimonies (Di testimonij di marinari in contrasto di patron con mercanti)70. Accusing the Greek mariner of subornation, Ramadam’s charge
touched upon the very serious accusation formulated in the Consulate
of the Sea by the term falsaro (chapters 220 and 222)71. Indeed, in the
Consulate, «perjurors» (pergiuri) and «forgerors» (falsari) are synonymous terms. Yet the Tuscan courts rejected the accusation of spergiuro
that Ramadam made on several occasions and in different forms (un
testimone accattato e falso, subordinato, etc.). The accusation, it must be
added, was indeed very difficult to prove. The Greek mariner denied
that he was indebted to Jucker but did admit to obeying his captain’s
orders. This in itself was not enough to prove perjury72.
Conclusion
x
Ramadam and Buktī appealed the Governor of Livorno’s ruling
by taking their case to the Pisan Sea Consuls. This embroiled the two
Tuscan judges in a conflict of jurisdiction that had to do with both
the nature of the case (ratione materiae) and the quality of the persons
(ratione personae)73. I will not examine this appeal here, as it would
take us away from the questions of fraud, dolus, and forgery. To my
regret a conclusive or final ruling on the case could not be found in
the archives of the Sea Consuls and the Governor of Livorno (a not
uncommon occurrence for civil, commercial or mixed trials). The final
trace of the case is a ruling dated August 8, 1740, by the Grand Duke
asking the tribunal of the Sea Consuls to reexamine the Governor’s
sentence, thus establishing the jurisdictional competence of the Livorno
court whose initial ruling was hence validated74. It seems likely that one
of the parties – or both – decided to drop the case. Ramadam returned
to Damietta in late September 1739, probably disgruntled by his stay in
Tuscany. Jucker’s presence in Livorno was reported in January 1740,
but he probably left the Tuscan port by August of that same year. The
absence of the two main parties in the case and the small financial
sum at stake might account for the fact that Buktī and Holder, the
two guarantors in the case, decided to not pursue the case further. An
agreement between the Melkite and the English merchants may also
have been reached out of court.
This affair shows how different practices of fraud such as dolus, chicanery, receiving and concealing, perjury, forgery, false oath, become
entangled, designating a genus of fraud rather than a species of fraud.
We can see that these categories are rooted in the inheritance of Roman civil law and medieval customary law. Therefore, I believe that
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merchant law should not be considered an autonomous entity. Instead
we should acknowledge its hybridity and the plurality of its sources75.
It goes without saying that the real extent of legal knowledge of the
litigants can be obscured by the influence of procurators, court officers,
and legal auxiliaries. This should not curb attempts to investigate the
linguistic and legal translation of the claims and complaints lodged by
litigants. In this respect, the translations of Ramadam’s hearings are
very rich, as the supercargo from Damietta was often the only one who
could expose his own version of events.
Another issue raised by the affair concerns the establishment of
proof in civil, commercial and maritime courts of the Ancient Régime.
We can see that this case shows the importance of writing as a vital
factor of success in cross-religious relations and trading. The ambiguity
of a contract and its almost impossible authentication played a large part
in what could be called the creation of «loopholes», which indicates
that a greater contractual and legal «discipline» was necessary76. The
importance of writing does not diminish that of oral testimony. In fact,
the trial between Jucker and Ramadam trial demonstrates that written
and oral evidence are mutually connected. I would like to insist on the
importance of the notion of good faith – fides publica or buona fede
– in this case. In spite of the incoherence or dubious nature of some
of the supplied testimonies – which judges did not fail to point out
when they reported on the case to their supervising authorities77 – the
courts tried to preserve the principle of good faith. In the same way
that falsità and frode cannot be presumed under the law, good faith
must be presumed and presides over any obligation78. This is true for
establishing the veracity of evidence, which necessarily prolongs the
duration of a trial and also paves the way for potential chicanery. The
ethical presumption of good faith is based on the principle of equity
and is sanctioned under the law. Its most obvious translation lies in the
saying «tutto in ogni miglior modo» that is recurrent in most records of
the trial and yet is in striking contrast with the degree of aggressiveness
at certain moments.
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